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Scenic Eclipse Elevates the Ultra-Luxury Cruising Experience 

with New World-Class Ship Enhancements 

Savings up to 20% on select 2022 & 2023 voyages along with other incentives 

Hollywood, FL and Vancouver B.C. August 2021 – Reinforcing its commitment to constant 

innovation and setting the benchmark in ultra-luxury cruising, Scenic has revealed details of new 

enhancements on board Scenic Eclipse, the World’s First Discovery Yacht™. Additional details, photos 

and videos are available at www.scenicusa.com/news and www.scenic.ca/news-and-updates.  

Over the past 12 months, Scenic has refined a number of its culinary experiences and venues, to 

continue setting the standard in ultra-luxury dining at sea. The Yacht Club has been significantly 

reimagined to create a casual and refreshing dining environment. The dining area has been extended and a 

new multi-purpose food island has been installed to allow for a variety of relaxed dining experiences. 

House-made gelato will be served from a new gelato cooler, while new large sofas will replace the 

traditional tables and chairs, to encourage an interactive social ambience. Guests can also relax in the 

stunning new, wicker swinging egg chairs, carefully positioned to provide sweeping views of the ocean. 

The new Night Market @ Kokos takes its inspiration from night markets and street food dishes 

from all around Asia, India and the Middle East. Sushi @ Koko’s has also been expanded to include 

window seating for more guests to enjoy the traditional, authentic Japanese cuisine, while gazing out at 

sea as they dine on world-class sushi.  

Corporate Chef Tom Götter said “The new Panorama Bar on Deck 10 will be the ‘place to be’ on 

lazy sea days, sail ins and outs from beautiful locations and for spotting wildlife. I love the combination 

of the bar, vitality pools, deck chairs and cabanas.” Chef Tom’s culinary team of more than 38 chefs have 

also been developing exciting new menus and feature dishes for the new season, including new menu 

creations curated for the exclusive Chef’s Table dining experience. 

An extensive new wellness menu and services will be available for guests at the exclusive 5,920ft² 

Senses Spa, with the addition of a new manicure and pedicure area. Scenic is proud to partner with ESPA, 

an internationally recognized spa provider, who have curated a broad menu of spa services including 

luxurious facials, massages and body treatments designed to cater to guest wellbeing and rejuvenation. 

The onboard wellness center - PURE: Yoga & Pilates - allows guests to be immersed in a world of 

blissful mindfulness, during the included classes, as well as one-to-one sessions with instructors for a 
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personalized experience. New classes have been added in 2021 including a range of holistic therapy 

sessions such as Aerial Yoga, TRX, Mindfulness meditation and unique Tibetan sound bowl healing 

classes. 

Scenic Luxury Cruises & Tours has grown over its 35-year history to include award-winning, truly 

all-inclusive river and ocean cruises and handcrafted land tours that take participants to many of the 

world’s most fascinating destinations. In 2019, Scenic introduced Scenic Eclipse, The World’s First 

Discovery Yacht™. Hosting just 228 guests (200 in polar regions), the yacht offers a 1:1 guest-to-staff 

ratio, butler service, 10 dining experiences, a 550m² (5,600ft²) luxury spa, yoga and Pilates studio, vitality 

pools and bars, two state-of-the-art helicopters, a six-guest submarine and, an expert Discovery Team. 

Offering an extraordinary ultra-luxury, truly all-inclusive experience for guests at destinations throughout 

the world. A second yacht, Scenic Eclipse II, is planned to launch in 2023. Scenic is part of Scenic Group, 

which includes Emerald Cruises, Mayflower Cruises & Tours and Evergreen Tours. 

Scenic can be found on Twitter at @ScenicLuxury, on Facebook as ScenicCruises and on 

Instagram as Scenic.luxurycruisestours. 

Additional information on these and other cruises, brochures and reservations can be obtained via 

travel advisors; or in the US: www.scenicusa.com, phone (844) 788-7985, info@scenicusa.com; or in 

Canada: www.scenic.ca; phone (866) 689-8611; or email: info@scenic.ca. Brochures can also be 

downloaded directly from the websites. 

 

Notes to editor: 

New video and images of Scenic Eclipse’s new guest spaces are available upon request. 
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